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 by the time that. A 1K lead briefly halved the deficit. The broken finger allowed Wagner to bat left-handed only and the Kolkata Knight Riders continued to rake in the runs as they amassed 236-6 from their first 10 overs. Wagner was dismissed for only 3 off 11 balls in the seventh over of the innings. Jono McLean came out to open for Kolkata and promptly stroked 76 from 37 balls. He added 35
more from 43 balls to maintain the Kolkata's momentum before he holed out to the first slip to a Nathan Rimmington ball in the 11th over. Dwayne Bravo piled up 65 runs for the second wicket with Kieron Pollard. Pollard began his innings with a single off Ben Hilfenhaus and added 29 runs off the next two balls to cross the 50-run mark. After being dropped on four by Nicky Boje, Bravo struck a

quickfire 26 off 16 balls to give his team a commanding position in the end. Hilfenhaus and Scott Styris shared the wickets in the 14th over and that was a breakthrough for Kolkata as there were only 19 runs added to the tally in the last five overs. Mumbai Indians began their chase cautiously as they lost openers Rohit Sharma and Dinesh Karthik in the eighth over. The duo added 23 runs for the third
wicket and had taken Mumbai to a good position by the end of the fifth over. The batsmen made the rot start in the 17th over as they lost Harpreet Singh for 16 runs after he hit a six. Harpreet's dismissal sparked a collapse as the other batsmen lost their wickets. They fell all-around the place for 23 runs in the last five overs to set a target of 202 runs. In reply, Chris Lynn and Martin Guptill set a solid

platform for Mumbai. Guptill was out to a good caught and bowled delivery from Glenn Maxwell and then he tried to smash a six but fell short of the boundary. He had put on 28 runs with Lynn in the first wicket before Lynn was caught at deep mid-off by Suresh Raina for 16. His departure took the Mumbai's hopes down. Lynn and Raina then added a further 25 runs in the 13th over before the latter
was caught by Ross Taylor at mid-off off Varun Aaron for 36. Mumbai were 16-4 after the 13th over and although they gained some 82157476af
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